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Something about ME …

As child I didn’t really like “textile crafting” – as it was
called in school. Crochet was pretty much torture for
me and my mum – who was really hard trying to
teach it to me. Sewing was even worse.
However, recently I discovered that it can be
otherwise as well. Ever since I tried different crafts –
also crochet. With lots of practise, even more
mistakes and discarded projects I am pretty proud, to
present you my first pattern. I hope you will enjoy it
as much as my family and I do.

+
Every Pattern is written carefully by me and was very time consuming. For this
reason neither do publish it under a different name nor use parts or pictures of it
for any other purposes.
I do invite you to share my profile on social networks as well as the link to the
pattern with interested individuals.

Before you start…

Z This neckwarmer goes great with this beautiful – and also free - bobbled
earwarmer designed by Sonya Gibbons: Crochet Headband

Z This neckwarmer was made for my 4 year old daughter. But it does fit also
on a 1 year old – just button it a little tighter. Also did I try it on and since it
is very elastic it fits even me – though it does not over my shoulders.
Materials I used:

Z 6.00 mm crochet Hook (UK size 4; US size 10/J)

Z 2x 50 g Handknitting Yarn from a local store (with 4% metallic fiber)
however, you can use anything that works with your hook;
just keep in mind, to crochet loosely to keep the neckwarmer elastic and
“fluffy” – when in doubt choose a bigger hook.

Z 1 or 2 buttons (I used a transparent one)
Abbreviations

Z st(s)
Z sc

Z sl st
Z dc

http://www.regenbogenknopfchen.at/

Stitch(es)
Single Crochet
Slip Stitch
Double Crochet

Z tr5tog

Treble 5 Together – to create those “Bobbles” work 5 times
treble crochet into same stitch, always leaving the last loop on the hook;
then yarn over and draw the thread through all the loops left on the hook.

Thank You!
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Neckwarmer

In order to have even spaces in between the bobbles you need to count in groups
of 4. However, those groups on the edges are worked without the bobbles, so be
sure to add 1 to 2 stitches on the left and right edge.
1. row: chain 56 + 2 for turning chain (keep in mind to chain loosely)
(58)
2. row: work dc into 3rd st from hook, dc across
(56)
3. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in every st across (also in first, this creates a thicker
first post to attach the button afterwards)
(56)
4. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in every st across
(56)
5. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in next 3 sts, *tr5tog in next st and work 3 dc in next 3
sts* repeat from *to* 13 times, work dc in last 4 sts
(56)
6. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in every st across
(56)
7. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in next st, *tr5tog in next st and work 3 dc in next 3
sts* repeat 13 times, work tr5tog in next st, work dc in last 2 sts
(56)
8. row: until 14. row: chain 1, turn, work dc in every st across
(56)
th
15. row: chain 1, turn, *work dc in next 3 sts, work 2 dc in 4 st* repeat all the way
across (14 times)
(70)
16. row: chain 1, turn, work 2 dc in first st, *2 dc in 1st st, dc in next 3 sts* repeat all
the way across (17times), 2 dc in last st (for the edge we need groups of 10 sts, the
last group though needs to consist of only 8 sts (since there is no need for the last 2
sts as gap))
(88)
17. row: chain 1, turn, *work dc in next 3 sts, chain 2 and skip two sts* repeat all
the way across (17 times), dc in next 3 sts
(88)
18. row: chain 1, turn, *work 3 dc into gap, chain 2, work 3 dc into gap, work sc into
next gap* repeat 8 times and for the last sts work again 3 dc into gap, chain 2, work
3 dc, finfish the row off with a sl st into last dc of previous row
(88)
19. row: chain 1, turn, **work dc, chain 1* repeat this 6 times, into sc from
previous row work sc* repeat 8 times and into last sts *work dc, chain 1* repeat 6
times, finfish off with sl st into previous row last dc, sew ends in
(107)

In case of confusion – or if
you prefer a visual guide - I
made a chart for you.
(Don’t mind those blue
stitches, I used colours for
easier counting)

If you wish to crochet a
bigger version, keep in mind
to work in the described
groups for the popcorn
stitch as well as the edge.

To attach the button I used
row 13. Use a rather small
button to fit through two dc
posts, this way you don’t
have to worry about leaving
a hole.

Hope you liked it!
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